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研究成果の概要（和文）：モーションアーチファクト（MA)の低減を目指した高速光OCTエンジンの根本的な目標
を満たすための研究アプローチを変更した。それは、特に設計された走査プロトコルを用いてMAを補正すること
である。
リサージュ走査パターンは、頻繁に重なる軌跡を持ち、OCTスキャン用に設計され、3次元の眼球運動補正法が開
発され、ソフトウェアによって自動的に修正された。動き補正なしで画像を比較することにより、この方法の有
効性が示された。実験を行い、我々の方法で修正した結果を地上の真理と比較して、その妥当性を検証した。実
験結果は、本手法が眼のMAを効果的に補正することを示した。さらに、我々の方法の十分な再現性が確認され
た。

研究成果の概要（英文）：I had replaced the research approach to meet the fundamental goal of high 
speed optical coherence tomography(OCT) engine which aiming reduction of motion artifacts. The 
another approach is the correction of motion artifacts by using particularly designed scanning 
protocol.
 A Lissajous scanning pattern, which has a trajectory that frequently overlaps with itself, was 
adopted and designed for OCT volume scan, and a three-dimensional eye motion correction method was 
developed. Eye motion artifacts were corrected automatically by software. By comparing the image 
without and with the motion correction, it was shown the effectiveness of the method. An experiment 
was performed and the results corrected by our method was compared with the ground truths to verify 
its validity. The experimental results showed that our method effectively corrects eye motion 
artifacts. Furthermore, the sufficient repeatability of our method was confirmed.

研究分野： Optical coherence tomography

キーワード： OCT　motion correction　Lissajous scan
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１．研究開始当初の背景 

OCT provides a means to diagnose and 

study various ocular diseases by providing 

high resolution cross-sectional images 

non-invasively1. Owing to the increase of 

OCT measurement speed, 3D volumetric 

OCT imaging is also available in several 

seconds. However, in the case of 3D OCT 

imaging, the involuntary eye motion caus-

es distortion and discontinuity of image, 

hence the eye motion correction is chal-

lenging issue for 3D ophthalmic imaging. 

One approach is based on the hardware 

extension to track the eye motion. Scan-

ning laser ophthalmoscope (SLO) was com-

bined with OCT, and the galvanometric scanning 

mirrors of OCT are driven to compensate the eye 

motion in real time
2
. It successfully corrects slow 

drift of lateral eye motion and does rescan for 

saccadic eye motion. However, it still requires 

axial motion correction in post-processing and it 

is hard to retrieve true shape. And the hard-

ware-extension increases the expense and the 

complexity of the system. Another approach is to 

scan a volume multiple times and correct the eye 

motion in post-processing. The common scan 

pattern is to scan a volume multiple times with 

two orthogonal fast raster scan axes
3-5

. However, 

it requires multiple volume measurements and 

has difficulty of high speed imaging due to the 

high order harmonics of the raster scan frequen-

cy. 

 

２．研究の目的 

We present another eye motion correction algo-

rithm for 3D OCT imaging of the human retina 

based on Lissajous scan. The Lissajous scan pat-

tern is obtained by operating two axes with si-

nusoidal waveforms of different frequencies, 

hence this approach has potential for high-speed 

scan with a mechanical scanner. The scanning 

trajectory and velocity change of Lissajous scan 

pattern are smooth and continuous, hence there is 

no galvanometric scanning mirror pullback and 

no dead-time of acquisition. And any single 

round-trip scan trajectory crosses other scan tra-

jectories, hence any scan trajectory can be refer-

ence for motion correction of other scan trajecto-

ries. In those reasons, we implemented eye mo-

tion correction for 3D OCT imaging based on the 

Lissajous scan. 

 

３．研究の方法 

3.1 Scan pattern 

Our scanning pattern is based on a closed-loop 

Lissajous scan design originally demonstrated by 

Bazaei et al.
6
.  Basic Lissajous scan waveforms 

for horizontal (x) and vertical (y) axes can be 

given as x(t) = Axcos(2πfxt) and y(t)=Aycos(2πfyt).  

fx and fy are scan frequencies of x- and y- galva-

nometric scanners, and have relation of f =1/T = 

|fx ‒ fy|, where f is fundamental frequency given 

by full single Lissajous scan time T. And the 

scanning frequencies of x and y axes are defined 

as fx=2·N·f and fy=(2N-1)·f, where N is a parame-

ter determining density of scan trajectory.   

 In order to form Lissajous scan waveform for 

3D OCT imaging, following parameters need to 

be defined. We defined the number of A-lines per 

single cycle of x-axis scan as #A, and the number 

of cycle of x-axis scan per volume as #B. The 

fundamental frequency is determined as f = 

fA/(#A·#B), where fA is an A-line rate of system. 

In the condition of Ax = Ay, to have equivalent 

distance between A-lines along and across scan 

trajectory, #B is determined as #A/2 and N is 

determined as #B/2. Hence by selecting #A and 

transversal scanning range (Ax and Ay), Lissajous 

scan pattern for OCT volume measurement is 

determined as follows. 

 x(ti) = Axcos[ 2π· fA ·ti / #A ],  

y(ti ) = Aycos[ (2·#A ‒ 4)π· fA · ti / #A
2
 ]    (1) 

where, ti  is the acquisition time point of i-th 

A-line, and the total number of A-lines in a vol-

ume is #A
2
 /2.  

     Figure 1 shows an example of closed Lis-

sajous scan pattern generated with Eq. (1). The 

circles on the Lissajous scan trajectory represent 

A-line sampling points, small A-line number per 

horizontal cycle (#A =64) was used for the visu-

alization. The yellow curve indicates one of sin-

gle horizontal cycles. While each single horizon-

tal cycle changes its scan trajectory continuously, 

the scan trajectory crosses full range of x- and y- 

axes, hence any scan trajectory cross-over other 

scan trajectories of horizontal cycle. Within a 

certain short time, we can regard the OCT image 

is motion free. We set #A to be acquired in 10 ms 

with1024 A-lines for measurement, and the OCT 

image of horizontal cycle was regarded as motion 

free. And they were utilized as references for 

motion correction of other OCT images of hori-

zontal cycle. 

 



Figure 1. Characteristic of Lissajous scan. The exam-

ple of Lissajous scan pattern was generated by Eq.(1) 

with Ax=Ay and #A=64. The circles on the scan trajec-

tory represent A-line sampling points. The yellow 

curve represents one of single horizontal cycles. 

 

3.2 Motion correction algorithm 

The main idea of the motion correction algorithm 

is to divide the OCT measurement data to smaller 

parts which are regarded as motion-free. Owing 

to the property of Lissajous scan, each part al-

ways has laterally overlapping region with other 

part, and we can gradually register the small parts 

one by one to correct motion. However, if we use 

a single horizontal cycle for motion correction, 

motion estimation accuracy might be low in the 

beginning of registration, because we do not have 

reference for registration and the overlapped re-

gion is small. Hence, we took two step ap-

proaches for motion correction. The first step is 

rough correction with rather larger number of 

A-lines to secure certain number of overlapped 

region.  The second step is fine correction with 

rather smaller number of A-lines and the final 

image of the rough registration can be used as 

reference. And that approach was taken for both 

of lateral and axial motion correction. The flow 

of the motion correction algorithm is shown in 

Figure 2. Because the depth profile of A-line is 

fundamental unit of 3D volumetric OCT image, 

lateral motion correction of A-lines was done 

first and axial shift of A-line depth profile was 

corrected. 

 

 

Figure 2. Motion correction processing flow. 

3.2.1 Lateral motion correction algorithm 

Figure 3 shows the lateral motion correction flow.  

First, quick lateral eye motion was detected by 

using the correlation coefficient between linear 

intensity projections of adjacent single cycles of 

x-axis scan. When the first order differential of 

the correlation coefficient is less than a threshold 

which was empirically determined as negative 

standard deviation of the first order differentials, 

it was regarded as moment of quick eye motion. 

And A-lines of measured volume were grouped 

into sub-volume by using the moments of quick 

motion as fiducial points. The sub-volume is fur-

ther split into smaller sub-volume so that the 

maximum acquisition time of the sub-volume 

becomes 0.2 seconds. Then each en face projec-

tion of sub-volume was remapped to the grid 

coordinate from the actually scanned positions, 

and the largest sub-volume on the grid coordinate 

was set as a reference for the rough lateral mo-

tion correction. The lateral shifts among the 

sub-volumes are detected by image correlation of 

en face projections of the sub-volumes, where we 

utilized specially designed algorithm to compute 

the correlation between images with different and 

arbitrarily-shaped region of interests. The lateral 

shifts of each sub-volume are then corrected by 

using the detected motion.  

 

Figure 3. The flowchart of the lateral motion correc-

tion algorithm 

For the fine lateral motion correction, global 

reference image was obtained by remapping full 

A-lines based on the rough lateral motion cor-

rected scan trajectories, and each strip was di-

vided into four sub-strips based on location.  

For the local four sub-strips, A-lines of any sin-

gle horizontal cycle of strips divided into four 

time-bands, and the A-lines included in the same 

time-band were grouped. And the lateral shift of 

each local sub-strip was corrected over the global 

reference by using the same image correlation 

which was used for the rough lateral motion cor-

rection. After we correct lateral shift of all 

sub-strips, the global reference image was up-

dated by remapping with full A-lines corrected 

by fine lateral shift correction. The global refer-

ence update and fine lateral motion correction 

were iterated three times.  

 



3.2.2 Axial motion correction 

Figure 4 shows the axial motion correction pro-

cessing flow. First, the lateral motion-free vol-

ume was split to sub-volumes to have a fixed 

number of A-lines. The axial shift among 

sub-volumes was corrected by using 

depth-oriented correlation-based algorithm, 

where the correlation is computed for A-line 

pairs assigned at same grid location. The first 

sub-volume was set as reference and the target 

sub-volume, which overlaps with the reference 

more than one-fourth of A-lines of sub-volume, 

was corrected. After correcting axial shift of tar-

get sub-volume, the reference volume was up-

dated by merging with the target sub-volume. 

After the rough axial motion correction was 

finished, sub-volume was divided to four parts, 

and each one-fourth sub-volume was corrected to 

the reference volume. For this fine axial motion 

correction, the reference volume regenerated by 

removing the corresponding sub-volume. After 

the fine axial motion correction, axial shift can-

celled sub-volumes were merged to build motion 

free 3D OCT images.   

 

Figure 4. The flowchart of the axial motion correction 

algorithm. 

 

４．研究成果 
The Lissajous scan is implemented for the poste-

rior eye with the 1-μm band Jones matrix based 

polarization-sensitive swept-source OCT 

(JM-OCT), and it has an A-line rate of 100 kHz 

and probing power is 1.4mW. The transversal 

area of 6mm × 6mm is scanned by Lissajous scan 

with #A=1024, and it takes 5.2 seconds for single 

volume measurement. In this paper, the coherent 

composited intensity of 4 entries of Jones matrix 

tomography, which has similar property with 

standard scattering OCT, was utilized for motion 

correction. 

Figure 5 shows images of optic nerve head 

(ONH) region scanned with (a, b) Lissajous and 

(c) raster scan. The total number of A-lines of 

raster scan is same with that of Lissajous scan as 

512 × 1024, however the measurement time was 

6.6 seconds, due to the galvanometric mirror 

scanner pullback. Columns of Figs. 5(a) ‒ 5(c) 

show remapped Lissajous scan images without 

and with eye motion correction and raster scan 

image, respectively. Rows of Figs. 5(1) ‒ (3) 

show en face projection, horizontal cross-section 

and vertical cross-section images. The effective-

ness of motion correction is clear by comparing 

Lissajous scanned images (b) with and (a) with-

out motion correction, en face projection image 

shows rather clear vasculature and cross-section 

images show rather clear layered structure due to 

the proper lateral and axial motion correction.   

Comparison with raster scanned image [Fig. 5(c)] 

might be straightforward to understand the ad-

vantage of Lissajous can. The horizontal line 

artifacts on the en face projection image of raster 

scan were caused by eye motion [Fig._5(c1)]. 

The fast scan oriented cross-sectional image of 

raster scan may provide the true shape of the 

posterior eye [Fig._5(c2)], and we can find the 

horizontal cross-section of Lissajous [Fig. 5(b2)] 

show similar shape, even the horizontal 

cross-section was composed with discontinuous 

A-lines. In the case of the slow-scan oriented 

cross-sectional image [Fig. 5(c3)], it is hard to 

obtain true shape cross-section, even we apply 

axial shift correction, because we correct axial 

shift along slow scan direction by comparing 

non-overlapped adjacent cross-section images. 

On the other hand, the cross-sectional images 

obtained by Lissajous scan and motion correction 

provide true shape of posterior eye. The curva-

ture of retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) layer of 

the vertical cross-sectional image [Fig. 5(b3)] is 

clear evidence, while it is hard to see the curva-

ture of RPE from the slow scan cross-sectional 

image of raster scan. 

 

Figure 5. ONH images scanned with Lissajous 

and raster scan. Each column from left side 

represent remapped image of Lissajous 

scanned data (a) without and (b) with motion 



correction, and (c) raster scanned image. Each 

row from upper side represent (1) en face pro-

jection, (2)horizontal or fast scan cross-section, 

and (3)vertical or slow scan cross-sections im-

ages.  
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